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Outline of the talkOutline of the talk
�� IntroductionIntroduction

�� GR and gravitational collapseGR and gravitational collapse

�� Singularities and horizonSingularities and horizon

�� Uniqueness theoremsUniqueness theorems

�� Schwarzschild, RSchwarzschild, R--N and Kerr BHsN and Kerr BHs

�� General properties of BHsGeneral properties of BHs

�� 4 4 laws of black hole mechanicslaws of black hole mechanics

�� Other issues Other issues 



Black holes first  found as solutions to Einstein's Black holes first  found as solutions to Einstein's 

GR field equations.GR field equations.

Taken as physical entities and not only mathematical Taken as physical entities and not only mathematical 
solutions solutions how they can be formedhow they can be formedhow they can be formedhow they can be formedhow they can be formedhow they can be formedhow they can be formedhow they can be formed ?                  ?                  

General relativistic gravitational collapseGeneral relativistic gravitational collapse::General relativistic gravitational collapseGeneral relativistic gravitational collapse::

II--Stars (or galactic nuclei ) of  a given mass range as their Stars (or galactic nuclei ) of  a given mass range as their 
final stage of  evolution (final stage of  evolution (LTBHLTBH))((Chandra Chandra --19311931,, OppenheimerOppenheimer--Snyder Snyder 

19391939, Landau , Landau 19321932,Wheeler ,Wheeler -- 19571957))  

IIII--Collapse of  matter configurations in superCollapse of  matter configurations in super--dense dense 
regions (regions (PBHPBH) ) ((Oppenheimer and SnyderOppenheimer and Snyder-- 19391939, Hawking & Carr,, Hawking & Carr,--19741974))  Dr Dr 

Khosroshai and Dr. Taghizadeh's talkKhosroshai and Dr. Taghizadeh's talk



Collapse productsCollapse products

Stellar Stellar Stellar Stellar 
CollapseCollapseCollapseCollapse

((((2010201020102010))))

White
Dwarfs
(M < 4Mo)

Chandrasekhar limitChandrasekhar limitChandrasekhar limitChandrasekhar limit

Neutron 
stars 

(Pulsars)

Black holes
(cosmic censorship 

conjecture)

(4Mo < M <10 Mo)
(M > 10 M)



Black hole definitionsBlack hole definitions
Physical Def            vsPhysical Def            vs

A region of spacetime A region of spacetime 

Mathematical Def.Mathematical Def.

11--SingularitySingularityA region of spacetime A region of spacetime 

from which nothing from which nothing 

could escape could escape to to 

((future nullfuture null) infinity ) infinity 

due to its strongdue to its strong

gravitational fieldgravitational field

11--SingularitySingularity

22--NonNon--trivial causal structure trivial causal structure 
in spacetime in spacetime   

33--Compact null hypersurfaces Compact null hypersurfaces 
((eventevent horizonhorizon))  

44--Closed trapped surfacesClosed trapped surfaces



Singularity and its definitionSingularity and its definition
Under reasonable (global) physical conditions, Under reasonable (global) physical conditions, 

singularities must be expected (singularities must be expected (Penrose & Hawking Penrose & Hawking 19651965--19701970))  
It is Usually assumed that the characteristic of a It is Usually assumed that the characteristic of a 

Singularity is that the curvature divergesSingularity is that the curvature diverges

DfnDfnDfnDfnDfnDfnDfnDfn : A spacetime is singular if it is : A spacetime is singular if it is timeliketimelike or or DfnDfnDfnDfnDfnDfnDfnDfn : A spacetime is singular if it is : A spacetime is singular if it is timeliketimelike or or 
null geodesically null geodesically inincomplete (i.e it possess complete (i.e it possess 
geodesicsgeodesicsthat cannot be extended to infinite values that cannot be extended to infinite values 
of the affine parameter)of the affine parameter)

�� MathematicallyMathematically, a spacetime is singular if it , a spacetime is singular if it 
satisfies the conditions of Penrosesatisfies the conditions of Penrose--Hawking Hawking 
singularity theoremsingularity theorem



Causal relations and Causal relations and local local null cones null cones 

From spatial to spacetime 
Diagrams

onespatial dim.suppressed

Later will be used in Carter-Penrose diagrams

Two spatial dimensions 
are suppressed



Singularity theoremSingularity theorem
Theorem of Penrose and HawkingTheorem of Penrose and Hawking((19701970))::

Spacetime is  timelike Spacetime is  timelike ANDAND null geodesicallynull geodesically

inincompletecompleteif:if:

11--Strong energy conditionStrong energy conditionholdsholds

22--Generic energy conditionGeneric energy conditionholdsholds

33--There are There are NONO Closed Closed 

Timelike Curves (CTCs)Timelike Curves (CTCs)

44--There exists a closed trapped surfaceThere exists a closed trapped surface



How this works?How this works?

Gravity is an attractive force and curves the spacetime Gravity is an attractive force and curves the spacetime 

so that neighboring geodesics are bent toward each otherso that neighboring geodesics are bent toward each other

Congruence of timelike or null Congruence of timelike or null 

geodesicsgeodesics

�� Raychaudhuri equation:Raychaudhuri equation:�� Raychaudhuri equation:Raychaudhuri equation:

�� Focusing theorem:Focusing theorem:

If

Strong enough gravity could produce closed trapped surfaces



OppenheimerOppenheimer--Snyder CollapseSnyder Collapse

Collapse of spherical ball of dust with 
uniform density

Surface of the 
collapsing body

t

+

Formation of a trapped  surface 
signals the  formation of a black hole

Joining them  smoothly at their 
common boundary



  Black holes as solutions of Einstein field Black holes as solutions of Einstein field 
equationsequations

�� Einstein field equationsEinstein field equations

�� SchwarzschildSchwarzschild--Droste solution. Droste solution. (static, asymptotically flat and spherically (static, asymptotically flat and spherically 

symmetric vacuum soln.)symmetric vacuum soln.)

�� ReissnerReissner--Nordstrom solution Nordstrom solution (static, (static, spherically symmetric spherically symmetric solution to solution to 
EinsteinEinstein--Maxwell eq.)Maxwell eq.)EinsteinEinstein--Maxwell eq.)Maxwell eq.)

�� Kerr solution Kerr solution (stationary, (stationary, asymptotically flatasymptotically flat, axially symmetric vacuum soln.), axially symmetric vacuum soln.)

�� KerrKerr--Newman solution Newman solution ((stationary, stationary, asymptotically flatasymptotically flatsolution to Einsteinsolution to Einstein--
Maxwell eq.)Maxwell eq.)

�� These are classical BH solution in the sense that:These are classical BH solution in the sense that:
�� 11--Solutions to EFEsSolutions to EFEs
�� 22--No quantum effectsNo quantum effects



CarterCarter--Penrose diagrams:conformal Penrose diagrams:conformal 
compactificationcompactification

�� Causal structure in a spacetime is  given by the Causal structure in a spacetime is  given by the null geodesics null geodesics 
of that spacetime. of that spacetime. 

How one can treat How one can treat ((spatial, temporal and nullspatial, temporal and null) ) infinitiesinfinities??
Penrose’s prescription:Penrose’s prescription:
11--Forget the angular coordinates and focus on the Forget the angular coordinates and focus on the 11--Forget the angular coordinates and focus on the Forget the angular coordinates and focus on the 
radial (radial (principalprincipal) ) null geodesicsnull geodesics
22--TransformTransformto (incoming & outgoing) Null coordinatesto (incoming & outgoing) Null coordinates
33--Conformal metrics  Conformal metrics  
have the same null geodesicshave the same null geodesics
44--Choose Choose conformal factor such that all conformal factor such that all infinite pointsinfinite points

In the original metric are at In the original metric are at finite affine parameterfinite affine parameter in the new in the new 
metricmetric



Simplest ExampleSimplest Example
�� Minkowski spacetimeMinkowski spacetime

Behavior of r and t from that of U and V~~



Schwarzschild solutionSchwarzschild solution

Spacetime Metric
1-Static
2-Spherically symmetric
3-Asymptotically flat
4-Coordinate (removable) singularity 
at r=2m (BAD choice of coordinates)at r=2m (BAD choice of coordinates)
5-Intrinsic (irremovable) singularity at r=0
6-Coord. Range 
7-Flamm’s paraboloid: Spatial diagram

Radially infalling particle (observer):
Coordinate time vs proper time

Incomplete timelike geodesic 
at finite affine parameter 
ending at a singularity



Alternative (good) coordinatesAlternative (good) coordinates
Adv. EddingtonAdv. Eddington--Finkelstein coordinatesFinkelstein coordinates



Considering all  geodesics one 
can find the Maximal extension
of the spacetime.This is obtained 
in Kruskal-Szekerescoordinates

Kruskal-Szekeres coordinates

Schwartzschild coordinates 
only cover region I



Schwartzschild Black holeSchwartzschild Black hole
CC--P diagram of an eternal (timeP diagram of an eternal (time--symmetric) BHsymmetric) BH

�� Multiple (here two) copies of Multiple (here two) copies of 

spacetime in the maximal extensionspacetime in the maximal extension

�� CC--P of a Schwarzschild Black P of a Schwarzschild Black 

hole formed from a Collapsing hole formed from a Collapsing 

starstar



�� Cone of avoidanceCone of avoidance

�� r = r = 2 2 mm::

II--Event horizonEvent horizon

IIII--Boundary of expanBoundary of expan--

a 2-sphere

IIII--Boundary of expanBoundary of expan--

ding and contracting ding and contracting 

outgoing outgoing Null raysNull rays
(inside which we have (inside which we have CTSCTS))

IIIIII--Killing horizonKilling horizon

IVIV--Infinite redshift Infinite redshift 

surfacesurface



ReissnerReissner--Nordstrom SolutionNordstrom Solution

Spacetime Metric

1-Static
2-Spherically symmetric
3-Asymptotically flat 
4-Coordinate singularities at4-Coordinate singularities at
5-There are 3 different cases
I- M > |Q| two horizons
II-M= |Q|, extreme R-N, horizon at r=M
III- M < |Q|, NO Horizon a naked 
singularity



Kruskal Patches for R-N spacetime

rrrr1 < rrrr < rrrr+ 0 < rrrr < rrrr1 rrrr1111 < r < < r < < r < < r < 00000000



ReissnerReissner--Nordstrom BHNordstrom BH
C-P diagram:Multiple (infinite) copies of  spacetimeMultiple (infinite) copies of  spacetime



Kerr solutionKerr solution

Spacetime metric



II--Dragging of inertial frames and Dragging of inertial frames and ZAMOSZAMOS

IIII--Angular velocity of the Angular velocity of the 

horizonhorizon

IIIIII--ExtremalExtremal Kerr M=aKerr M=aIIIIII--ExtremalExtremal Kerr M=aKerr M=a

IVIV--Infinite redshift surface is notInfinite redshift surface is not

the same as horizonthe same as horizon



Kerr black holeKerr black hole
�� CarterCarter--Penrose diagramPenrose diagram

�� Principal null geodesics for Principal null geodesics for 

�� Multiple (infinite) copies of Multiple (infinite) copies of 

spacetimespacetime

Aa

b

b

c

d

e



��Energy extractionEnergy extraction ((Penrose process & super radiancePenrose process & super radiance))  

E1 is not necessarily positive in the ergoregion since 
k may be spacelike there. So if the decay takes place 
in the ergoregion we may have E2  > E,  so energy could 
be extracted from the BH.

Superradiance: Scattering of radiation by Kerr BH and (special) wave mode
amplification

K =  Killing vector field



Uniqueness theorems Uniqueness theorems 





NO HAIR theoremNO HAIR theorem
�� Geometry outside the horizon of  an isolated black hole is Geometry outside the horizon of  an isolated black hole is 
characterized just by three quantities, M, J and Q.characterized just by three quantities, M, J and Q.



Hawking’s Area theorem and Hawking’s Area theorem and 

Beckenstein’s entropyBeckenstein’s entropy
I-Event horizon : Future boundary 
of the past of future null infinity
II-Weak energy condition

Beckenstein’s entropy Beckenstein’s entropy ((19721972))

Surface gravity and 
temperature:

(Hawking 1970)



4 4 Laws of BH mechanics Laws of BH mechanics (BCH (BCH 19731973))

Def Def Def Def : Surface gravity is the force required of an observer at 
infinity to hold a particle of unit mass stationary at the horizon

For Kerr BH  it is given by

Zero surface gravity BHs are EXTREMAL



Third Law: If Black hole can not become extremal  in finite time



Generalized second lawGeneralized second law

Inconsistent according to classical Inconsistent according to classical 
theory!

Heat flow from Colder ambientColder ambientColder ambientColder ambient TO Hotter BHHotter BHHotter BHHotter BH

- >

Consistency was restored when Hawking found out 
in 1974 what today we call Hawking radiation

Dr. Sheikh-Jabbari’s talk



Naked singularitiesNaked singularities

Examples of naked singularities

1-White hole singularity

2-



Cosmic censorship conjecture (Cosmic censorship conjecture (PenrosePenrose))

Just a conjecture  Just a conjecture  Just a conjecture  Just a conjecture  

no proof yetno proof yetno proof yetno proof yet



Other Topics not covered hereOther Topics not covered here

�� Lower and Higher dim. BHsLower and Higher dim. BHs

�� Black holes in scalarBlack holes in scalar--tensor  tensor  

and higher derivative theoriesand higher derivative theories

�� Black hole interiorsBlack hole interiors�� Black hole interiorsBlack hole interiors

�� Black holes in LaboratoryBlack holes in Laboratory

�� Dynamical BHs Dynamical BHs 

�� Membrane paradigmMembrane paradigm



NASA Image of the Day

NASA image of the spiral galaxy M81, located about 12 million light years away. 
The inset shows a close-up of the Chandra image. At the centre of M81 is a super massive black 

hole that is about 70 million timesmore massive than the Sun. 


